Objective: To characterize secular trends from 1993 to 2012 in cognitive performance using a cohort of older black and white U.S. adults, and compare trends by race. Method: Our data come from 8,906 participants of the Chicago Health and Aging Project (CHAP), a longitudinal, population-based cohort (age ≥ 67, 60% black). Participants underwent cognitive assessments in six 3-year study cycles from 1993 to 1996 through 2010 to 2012. We computed 3 measures of cognitive performance: global cognition, episodic memory, and perceptual speed. Results: Mean performance in terms of global cognitive score followed a secular pattern of modest decline over the 6 study cycles. The trend was most pronounced for perceptual speed. Mean scores among black participants were consistently lower than those for whites; these disparities in mean performance narrowed over time, especially on perceptual speed, but appeared to widen at the last cycle. Global scores among the upper quartile of performers rose slightly, but scores among the lowest quartile of performers dropped precipitously. Discussion: Between 1993 and 2012, secular trends in cognitive performance in this established cohort did not follow a clear pattern of improvement, contrasting with previous research. But patterns differed by cognitive domain, performance level, and race.
Growing evidence indicates that the incidence rate of dementia may be declining (Derby, Katz, Lipton, & Hall, 2017; Noble et al., 2017; Wu et al., 2017) , possibly as a by-product of improved cognitive function later in life among later birth cohorts (Baxendale, 2010; Dodge, Zhu, Lee, Chang, & Ganguli, 2014; Gerstorf, Ram, Hoppmann, Willis, & Schaie, 2011; Rönnlund & Nilsson, 2009; Sacuiu et al., 2010) . These data offer hope that impaired cognition and dementia will impose less of a burden on future populations than previously forecasted.
However, these secular declines only partially reveal trends in the spectrum of cognitive functioning, and, thus far, most data have come from cohorts of white older adults living in high-income countries. Thus, the full public health impact of the decline remains in question.
Dementia trends offer a limited window into how older adults' cognitive performance at a given age has changed. For example, whereas trends in dementia prevalence reveal changes in the percentage of older adults whose cognitive performance falls below a clinical threshold, analogous trends in the distribution of age-specific cognitive scores reveal the wider gamut of functioning, which reflects the range of independence and dependence in the population and has direct bearing on the degree of supports needed for older adults. It is notable, for example, that reported trends in dementia prevalence have not pointed downward as consistently as trends in dementia incidence, possibly due to lengthening lifespans (Wu et al., 2017) . Secular trends in specific cognitive functions may also provide clues as to factors that may have shaped time trends in overall performance and dementia incidence. For example, improvements in age-specific episodic memory could reflect population-scale delays in accruing neuropathology related to Alzheimer's disease and other dementias (Wilson et al., 2013) . Improvements in other functions, such as perceptual speed, may signal improvements in early-life phenomena, such as access to and uptake of education (Diamond, 2013) .
Furthermore, most dementia and cognitive trend studies consist of persons of European ancestry in highincome countries, so it is not clear that these trends are universal. Black Americans are underrepresented in this work, with few characterizations of trends in black Americans' dementia incidence and prevalence, and fewer still of trends in their cognitive performance in older adulthood. This paucity of data is striking for several reasons. First, compared with white Americans, blacks have lower cognitive performance (Early et al., 2013) and about twice the risk of developing dementia (Steenland, Goldstein, Levey, & Wharton, 2016; Weuve et al., 2018) , making it critical to understand forces affecting cognitive risk in black Americans, especially as the population of older black adults is forecasted to comprise a larger segment of the older adult population in coming decades (Ortman, Velkoff, Hogan, & Census, 2014) . Second, although a limited set of data has suggested a decline in dementia incidence among black Americans (Gao et al., 2016; Noble et al., 2017) , it is unknown whether there are racial disparities in cognitive trends-for example, whether improving cognitive performance observed in older Europeans and white Americans (Baxendale, 2010; Dodge et al., 2014; Gerstorf et al., 2011; Rönnlund & Nilsson, 2009; Sacuiu et al., 2010) is also occurring in black Americans. Different trends in cognitive performance may point to modifiable factors, especially those operating at the population level, that have differentially shaped those trends. Education, a putative protective factor, is one example: gains in high school completion among blacks lag behind gains among whites by two decades (U.S. Census Bureau-Education and Social Stratification Branch, 2016) .
To address these critical gaps, we analyzed data from the longitudinal, population-based Chicago Health and Aging Project (CHAP), a cohort comprising more than 10,000 older adults, 63% of whom self-identified as black and 37% as white, with ongoing enrollment and follow-up spanning nearly two decades. We used data from CHAP to estimate age-and sex-adjusted secular trends in performance according to three measures of cognitive function, and to compare these trends by race. With these analyses, which we standardized to the characteristics of the CHAP population, we sought to answer the question: given a population of a set composition in age, sex, and race, has the cognitive performance of that population changed over time? And does performance among older blacks and older whites follow the same secular trend?
Methods

Study Population
The Chicago Health and Aging Project (CHAP) began in 1993 with a census of individuals aged 65 years or older living in a geographically defined region on the south side of Chicago, Illinois (Bienias, Beckett, Bennett, Wilson, & Evans, 2003; Evans et al., 2003) . Of those identified, 6,158 persons (79%) participated in a home interview. Beginning in the 2000-2002 cycle, additional people enrolled as they turned age 65 years, for a total of 10,802 participants through 2012. At each cycle, we restricted analyses to data from participants who were at least 67 years old, the oldest minimum age across the cycles. In total, 8,906 participants had the necessary data to be included in the present study. Participants were re-interviewed in 3-year cycles. Each data collection cycle consisted of in-home interviews of all participants. CHAP achieved follow-up assessments of about 89% of surviving participants. The Rush University Medical Center Institutional Review Board approved the study.
Assessment of Cognitive Function and Other Variables
Cognitive function During their home interviews, all CHAP participants underwent a brief cognitive assessment comprising four tests of functions that typically decline in Alzheimer's disease dementia. The Symbol Digit Modalities Test (Smith, 1982) measures perceptual speed, a component of executive function; the East Boston Memory Test (Albert et al., 1991) generates measures of both immediate and delayed episodic memory; and the Mini-Mental State Examination (Folstein, Folstein, & McHugh, 1975) measures several cognitive functions, including orientation, memory, language, and visual construction. For each of the four tests, we transformed the raw scores to z scores, using the baseline raw scores as the source of the standard deviation. Our analyses concerned three cognitive measures, all scaled to standard normal distribution to enhance comparisons across tests. The first, the global cognitive score, was created by first averaging the z scores from all four tests (composite z score) and then converting the resulting score to standard normal, using the baseline composite z score's mean and standard deviation (Wilson et al., , 2005 . The second, the episodic memory score, was the average of the z scores from the two components of the East Boston Memory Test, which we further transformed to standard normal as done for the global score. The third measure, the perceptual speed score, was the z score from the Symbol Digit Modalities test.
Race
Participants self-reported their race using categories from the 1990 US Census.
Statistical Analyses
Imputation of cognitive scores
In cognitive studies of older adults, participants who are severely ill, perhaps near death, are less likely to undergo assessment. Those who do typically have poor cognitive scores. The missing assessments from such people may result in overestimation of the mean score. For participants who died during follow-up, we imputed their cognitive scores, using a previously developed method , for all missing visit cycles after their last visit, through and including the cycle during which they died (<1% in 1993-1996 and 15-20% in the remaining cycles). Although this type of missingness did not vary systematically over time, it was more common among white participants than black participants from the 2001-2003 cycle onward. In our data, cognitive scores were more strongly associated with mortality than with age, so we used a mortality-based terminal decline approach to estimate missing scores, using previously described random effects change point models for composite cognitive test scores and individual tests of episodic memory and perceptual speed . All of the analyses herein include directly measured test scores as well as the imputed scores. (Supplementary table 1) .
Trends in mean cognitive performance
We adopted a nonparametric approach to characterize trends in average cognitive performance, overall, and by race, conducting separate analyses for each cognitive outcome. We fitted a generalized estimating equations regression model of the cognitive score in which the key independent covariates were indicator variables for each of the five study cycles following the 1993-1996 study cycle, which served as the referent period. Each model also included terms for age at assessment, sex, and, for the analyses of the total population, race. The models also included cohort indicators to account for original and successive cohort membership in the study population. To account for correlation between some participants' repeated cognitive test measurements, we used a robust sandwich variance estimator based on a generalized estimating equations approach with an exchangeable working covariance matrix (Zeger & Liang, 1986) . Using this approach, we estimated age-and sex-adjusted marginal mean cognitive test scores-global cognitive function, episodic memory, and perceptual speed-at the six data collection cycles. The sandwich covariance matrix was used to estimate the 95% confidence intervals around the mean values. The marginal mean for the cognitive tests were standardized to the characteristics of the entire study population rather than to time-specific characteristics, since the distribution of age, sex, and race showed variability over the years.
Trends in highest and lowest levels of cognitive performance To explore shifts in the wider distribution of cognition in the population, we estimated the mean global cognitive scores of participants above the highest quartile (75th percentile) and below the lowest quartile (25th percentile) of performance. We estimated these means for each study cycle and race group, using the adjustments previously described.
Predicted dementia threshold
Performance on cognitive tests is integral to the diagnosis of dementia, including Alzheimer's disease dementia (AD). We used the distribution of cognitive scores in the CHAP population to trace how well over time the population was performing relative to the AD threshold. In CHAP, a stratified Bernoulli sample of participants underwent detailed clinical diagnosis for dementia at each cycle, described previously in detail (Bienias, Beckett, et al., 2003; Bienias, Kott, Beck, & Evans, 2005; Bienias, Kott, & Evans, 2003; Evans et al., 2003; Weuve et al., 2018) . Among those who were diagnosed with AD, black and white participants had similar global cognitive scores at the time they were diagnosed . We gauged cognitive performance in the CHAP population relative to the level of performance at AD diagnosis: specifically, using a normal probability distribution function, we estimated the probability that each time-specific marginal mean global cognitive score was less than the mean global cognitive score at AD diagnosis. A larger probability corresponds to a larger proportion of the population scoring below the AD threshold.
Sensitivity and exploratory analyses
We conducted additional analyses that were not restricted by age and thereby included data from participants who were aged 65-66 at the time of testing (i.e., from all but the second cycle). Second, as a preliminary exploration into the influence of secular changes in education on our findings, we repeated our primary analyses by further adjusting for years of education.
All statistical analyses were created using R software (R Core Team, 2016). Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of CHAP participants at their baseline assessments; Supplementary Table 2 shows the age and education distributions of participants at each study cycle.
Results
Trends in Mean Cognitive Performance
The average age-and sex-standardized global cognitive score among both black and white participants fell over the six study cycles, by 0.15 standard deviation (SD) units among blacks and 0.23 SD units among whites (p difference in race-specific trends < .0001; Figure 1 ). Over the last five cycles (i.e., excluding the first), mean global scores were consistent by comparison, ultimately declining 0.10 SD units among whites and 0.04 unit among blacks. Secular trends in mean episodic memory score, a component of the global score, were more stable after an initial decline from the 1993-1996 cycle, with performance among both black and white participants increasingly slightly (by 0.06 and 0.02 SD unit, respectively) over the last five cycles.
Perceptual speed scores followed different secular trends. Age-and sex-standardized mean performance among black participants rose slightly before dropping over the 2004-2012 stretch by about 0.17 SD units. By contrast, white participants' mean performance followed a more pronounced drop over the first five cycles, by 0.4 SD units, before leveling off.
Trends in the Upper and Lower Distribution of Cognitive Performance
Overall, the mean global score among the top quartile of performers at any given cycle rose followed a small increase over time. From the second to the last cycle, this mean rose by 0.05 SD units and 0.08 SD units among black and white participants, respectively (Figure 2 ). By contrast, the mean global scores in the lowest quartile fell dramatically over the six cycles, by 0.5 SD units and 0.8 SD units among black and white participants, respectively.
Disparities in Performance
Mean cognitive performance as gauged by all three cognitive scores, especially perceptual speed, was consistently lower among black participants than among white participants (Figure 1; Supplementary Figure 1) . On the global and episodic memory scores, disparities in mean performance narrowed slightly over time, for example, from 0.5 to 0.4 SD unit on the global score ( Figure 3 ). The disparity in mean performance on perceptual speed narrowed more considerably, from 0.8 SD unit in the first cycle to 0.4 SD unit in the fifth cycle. From the fifth to the last cycle, mean performance disparities on all scores, especially perceptual speed, widened. Within the upper quartile of performers on the global score, the racial disparity in mean scores remained small (<0.1 SD unit), increasing slightly over the last two cycles. The performance disparity within the lower quartile shrank notably, from 0.3 to 0.02 SD units, largely because lowest-quartile performance among white participants dropped more rapidly.
Cognitive Performance Relative to the Dementia Threshold
The estimated probability that the marginal mean global score was less than the mean global score among persons diagnosed with AD mirrored the secular trends in global cognitive performance. Over the six study cycles, this dementia threshold probability increased by 8 and 6 percentage points, respectively, among black and white participants (Figure 4 ).
Sensitivity and Exploratory Analyses
Including data from younger participants (aged 65-66) from the cycles that involved new enrollees showed a steeper drop in mean global scores from the first to the second cycle (Supplementary Table 3 ). Thereafter, mean scores among white participants remained stable, as opposed to declining slightly in our primary analyses. The trend among black participants was similar to that in our primary analyses.
In analyses of secular trends in mean global cognitive score, further adjustment for years of education changed findings very little (Supplementary Figure 2) .
Discussion
In this established cohort, with data from nearly 9,000 black and white older residents of a large U.S. Midwestern city, ageand sex-standardized trends in cognitive performance and dementia prevalence did not follow a clear secular trend of improvement in the 19-year period spanning 1993-2012 and including six assessment cycles. Beneath the trends in mean global cognition, which followed a modest downward arc, were disparate or even countervailing secular trends according to cognitive domain-with steeper drops in perceptual speed than in episodic memory, especially among whites-and according to segment of the performance distribution-with decreases in performance among those in the lowest performers and slight improvements among the top performers. Moreover, although racial disparities in mean cognitive performance narrowed over the first five study cycles, a trend most notable for perceptual speed, there is some suggestion that they widened between the last two cycles.
These findings stand in contrast to trends observed in numerous other settings. Age-adjusted cognitive test performance improved over spans ranging from six to 30 years in study populations in Sweden (Finkel, Reynolds, McArdle, & Pedersen, 2007; Rönnlund & Nilsson, 2008 , 2009 Sacuiu et al., 2010) , Denmark (Christensen et al., 2013) , Germany (Steiber, 2015) , England (Baxendale, 2010; Skirbekk, Stonawski, Bonsang, & Staudinger, 2013) , and the United States (Dodge et al., 2014; Gerstorf et al., 2011) . These studies documented improvements in a range of functional domains, including learning and memory, executive function, visuospatial abilities, and perceptual speed. Reports of stable or diminishing performance have been less common and, in several instances, entailed a single domain out of two or more evaluated (Baxendale, 2010; Choi, Schoeni, Martin, & Langa, 2016; Engberg, Christensen, Andersen-Ranberg, & Jeune, 2008; Finkel et al., 2007; Gerstorf et al., 2011) . The brief cognitive battery in CHAP has been validated against a more extensive battery and strongly predicts subsequent risk of dementia (Rajan, Wilson, Weuve, Barnes, & Evans, 2015) . It taps domains similar to those tapped in previous studies, except for visuospatial ability. Studies that used tests were nearly identical to those used in CHAP reported mixed findings (Choi et al., 2016; Christensen et al., 2013; Engberg et al., 2008; Finkel et al., 2007; Steiber, 2015) .
Although previous findings are generally consistent with beneficial effects on cognitive performance of more recent birth cohort, period, or both, they depict the experience of European and white U.S. older adults. Of the three U.S. studies, two were set in small regions that might not generalize to the whole population (Dodge et al., 2014; Gerstorf et al., 2011) . Our study is among the first to chart trends in cognitive performance among U.S. black older adults and compare them with trends among older white adults. In the absence of comparable estimates in the literature, we look to reports on trends in the prevalence of dementia and cognitive impairment among black older adults. Results from three such studies lend credence to the possibility that the improving trend in older adult cognitive performance may not be universal. Among a cohort of older Black adults living in Indianapolis, dementia prevalence remained stable between 1992 and 2001 (Rocca et al., 2011) . In data from the National Health and Aging Trends Study, dementia prevalence among black participants fell from 2011 to 2014 (from 19.3% to 14.6%) before increasing slightly in 2015 (15.4%) (Freedman, Kasper, Spillman, & Plassman, 2017) . By comparison, during the same period, the prevalence among white participants fell progressively. Finally, in a study of the younger participants (aged 55-69 years) of the Health and Retirement Study, the prevalence of cognitive limitations in non-Hispanic black participants did not change between 1998 and 2014, whereas the prevalence among non-Hispanic white participants dropped by about 0.8% per year (Choi et al., 2016) . Our investigation draws several strengths in estimation and precision from features of CHAP. CHAP is one of the largest study cohorts of black and white older adults in the United States, with 5,384 black and 3,522 white participants. Participation in CHAP has been high, from enrollment throughout follow-up. We have adopted several measures-refined adjustment for age, adjustment for enrollment cohort, imputing scores-to minimize the influence of CHAP's study design on these estimated trends. In particular, our imputation method allowed us to assign cognitive scores to participants who missed assessments prior to dying, providing a more comprehensive capture of cognitive performance in the population of older adults. The multiple assessment waves allowed us to articulate variation in performance over timeincluding periods of improvement, decline, and stability-along with variation over time in racial disparities in performance. A comparison of performance at two time points would not capture these phenomena. Moreover, the analysis of trends in the upper and lower quartiles of performance revealed discrepant trends among those with higher versus lower levels of cognition.
Limitations of this study also merit attention. CHAP represents a specific population of older adults living in a large Midwestern U.S. city, and trends in this population might be might be unique to this population. Nonetheless, within strata of race, the CHAP population is roughly comparable to the population of older U.S. adults in terms of educational attainment (U.S. Census Bureau, 2014), smoking status (Federal Interagency Forum on AgingRelated Statistics, 2012), and the prevalence of chronic conditions, such as diabetes and hypertension (Federal Interagency Forum on Aging-Related Statistics, 2012; Mozaffarian et al., 2015) . Moreover, the trends in CHAP highlight the importance of identifying populations in which trends are less favorable. These "outliers" offer signals for targeting services and for identifying etiologic factors that have shifted the epidemic in the population. Second, we have limited this investigation to articulating cognitive trends over time, leaving explanations for those trends to future exploration. Over time, the CHAP population was composed of more participants with higher levels of education, suggesting that cognitive performance, especially perceptual speed (Diamond, 2013) , might improve over time as a result. In exploratory analyses, trends in mean global score did not change remarkably when we adjusted for years of education. However, it is possible that education's influence on these trends: is more pronounced in specific parts of the performance distribution, operates in a way that depends on reaching specific milestones (e.g., high school, college), or even varies by race (Weuve et al., 2018) .
Conclusion
Using data from a large cohort of older black and white adults in the United States, secular trends over an 18-year span in cognitive performance varied by cognitive domain, performance level itself, and race. On the whole, these results stand in contrast to the upward trends observed in investigations of European and other U.S. white populations. The variable cognitive trends among CHAP's black participants, in particular, echo findings on dementia prevalence from recent studies that have large numbers of black participants. Collectively, these observations indicate that monitoring cognitive and dementia trends in all segments of the population is fundamental to understanding the full burden of cognitive aging on society.
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